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RE: Amendments to Articles of B Corporations in Canada  

 
 
 
BACKGROUND 

The term “Certified B Corp” (“B Corporation”) is a certification originating in the United States to refer 
to a company whose purpose is to address social and environmental challenges in addition to ensuring 
long-term profitability. In 2009, FlipGive (formally, Better the World) became the first certified B 
Corporation in Canada; there are now over 250 Canadian B Corporations. In order to become certified 
as a B Corporation, a company is required to complete a B Impact Assessment survey (scoring at least 
80/200). The company must also amend its articles such that they contain an explicit statement that the 
company intends to create a material positive impact on society and the environment through the 
manner in which it conducts its business and operations. The company may also commit to creating a 
special benefit, which might relate to its products, use of profits or operational impact on various 
stakeholders.   

According to B Lab, a not-for-profit organization which grants certification to B Corporations, the 
objectives of B Corporations are to expand the responsibilities of the corporation to include the 
interests of employees, consumers, the community and the environment and, in particular, to:1  

(1) Give legal permission and protection to officers and directors to consider all stakeholders, not 
just shareholders; 

(2) Create additional rights for shareholders to hold directors and officers accountable to consider 
the interests of employees, consumers, the community and the environment, while also serving 
the best interests of shareholders; and 

(3) Limit these expanded rights to shareholders exclusively; non-shareholders are not empowered 
with a new right of action. 

                                                   
1 See: https://bcorporation.net/ 
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You have asked us to consider any inherent risks for B Corporations under Canadian law.  In addition, 
you have asked us to analyze the statutory language that B Lab requires aspiring B Corporations to 
include in their articles under Canadian law.  

This memorandum provides an overview of relevant Canadian law as set out in the leading Supreme 
Court of Canada jurisprudence, which is applicable to all Canadian corporations. However, this 
memorandum provides specific guidance for a corporation wishing to amend its articles to include B 
Lab’s required language that is incorporated or existing under the following provincial corporate 
statutes: the Business Corporations Act (Ontario) (“OBCA”); the Business Corporations Act (British 
Columbia) (“BCBCA”) and the Business Corporations Act (Alberta) (“ABBCA”) and the Business 
Corporations Act (Quebec) (“QBCA”), and federally under the Canadian Business Corporations Act 
(“CBCA”). 

CONCLUSIONS: 

While Canadian law already permits factors other than shareholder profit to be taken into account by 
the directors when determining what is in the “best interests of the corporation”, there may still be 
benefits for Canadian corporations to obtaining B Corporation certification, particularly at a time when 
consumers and investors are increasingly concerned about the role of private corporations in relation to 
the environment. According to B Lab, in order to obtain B Corporation certification, corporations are 
required, among other things, to amend their corporate governing documents.  

In our view, the most prudent course is not to place any restrictions in the articles of a corporation 
relating to the business the corporation may carry on or the powers it may exercise, but, rather, to 
introduce language in the articles expressly permitting the directors to take into consideration the 
interests of stakeholders in addition to the interests of the corporation, consistent with the interpretation 
by the Supreme Court of Canada of what is in the “best interests of the corporation”.  

Placing restrictions in the articles on the types of business that the corporation may carry on or on the 
powers of the corporation would expose directors and officers to increased risk of being held liable for 
actions which could be considered ultra vires the corporation in the event the corporation carries on 
business or exercises powers beyond the restrictions imposed in the articles.  On the other hand, 
where a corporation is acting in a manner consistent with the purposes stated in its articles, the risk 
that a successful oppression claim (discussed in detail below) may be brought forward by stakeholders 
(including non-shareholders) is mitigated. The inclusion of an explicit statement of the corporation’s 
purposes in its articles will make it more difficult for a claimant to argue that it held reasonable 
expectations the corporation would not take into account an expanded scope of stakeholders (at the 
expense of shareholder profits or otherwise). 

In Canada, B Lab provides specific language for B Corporations to incorporate into their constating 
documents. B Lab’s prescribed language for the amendments to the articles of a corporation 
incorporated under the ABBCA, OBCA, BCBCA and CBCA tracks the Supreme Court of Canada’s 
decision in BCE Inc. v. 1976 Debentureholders2 (the “BCE Decision”). Section 119 of the QBCA also 
mandates that directors act in the interest of the corporation, and courts have applied the BCE 
Decision to interpret that section.3 

                                                   
2 [2008] 3 S.C.R. 560; 2008 SCC 69. 
3 See for example Quigley c Placements Banque Nationale inc., 2015 QCCS 5058 at para 61. 
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The BCE Decision confirmed that directors may consider factors other than simply corporate profit 
maximization when making decisions which are “in the best interests of the corporation”. Furthermore, 
the Supreme Court of Canada has held that the potential claimants or stakeholders whose interests’ 
directors must consider extend beyond a corporation’s shareholders.    

Amendments to a corporation’s articles are a fundamental change under the OBCA, CBCA, ABBCA, 
and BCBCA and therefore require at least two-thirds of a corporation’s shareholders to vote in favour of 
the amendment.4 Similarly in Quebec under the QBCA, amendments to a corporation’s articles must be 
authorized by a special resolution of the shareholders, which requires at least two thirds of the votes 
cast by shareholders entitled to vote on the resolution. An alternative to having the shareholders vote is 
to have all of a corporation’s shareholders sign a written resolution approving the amendment. This 
resolution will then need to be filed with the relevant provincial ministry governing the business, except 
in Quebec for corporations governed by the QBCA, where no such filing is required.5 

ISSUES: 

1.   What are the risks inherent in adding restrictions to the powers of the corporation? 

2.   What changes are acceptable to an aspiring B Corporation’s articles in order to address 
Canadian corporate jurisprudence?  

3. What are the practical steps which are required to amend the articles of a corporation? 

DISCUSSION: 

1. What are the risks inherent in adding restrictions to the powers of the corporation? 

Advocates of B Corporation certification note that this designation legitimizes corporations that have 
social responsibility as a focus.  It raises a corporation’s profile in the investment and/or general 
community.  It permits directors to be paid and have the same rights and duties as other for-profit 
corporate directors.  It also permits defining a corporation’s purposes more broadly than the list of 
purposes permitted in corporations without share capital. However, such benefits come at the expense 
of increased risk of liability for directors and officers. 

Federal, Alberta, Ontario, British Columbia, and Quebec  

(a) Doctrine of Ultra Vires 

In Canada, provincial and federal legislation grant corporations the capacity of a natural person, 
although there are slight differences in each province’s articulation of this concept.  

Sections 16(1) of the ABBCA and section 15(1) of the CBCA, provides: 
 

A corporation has the capacity and, subject to this Act, the rights, powers and privileges 
of a natural person.  

                                                   
4 The BCBCA has slightly different requirements for the amendment of a company’s articles which will be 
discussed below.  
5 BC Registries and Online Services; Alberta Corporate Registry; Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Business 
Services; Corporations Canada; s 178 QBCA. 
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Similarly, section 15 of the OBCA states: 

A corporation has the capacity and the rights, powers and privileges of a natural person.   
 
Whereas section 30 of the BCBCA provides: 
 

A company has the capacity and the rights, powers and privileges of an individual of full 
capacity. 

 
In Quebec, corporations are considered to be “legal persons” and are subject to the provisions of the 
Civil Code of Québec (the “CCQ”). Like other provincial legislation, article 303 of the CCQ grants legal 
persons many of the capacities of natural persons: 
 

Legal persons have capacity to exercise all their rights, and the provisions of this Code 
concerning the exercise of civil rights by natural persons are applicable to them, adapted as 
required. 
 
They have no incapacities other than those which may result from their nature or from an 
express provision of law. 
 

This means that a corporation may engage in any business that is not otherwise illegal.  At the same 
time, the above powers of a corporation are curtailed by the language of the CBCA (for federally 
incorporated companies) or the statutory language of the province of incorporation.  

The restrictive language in sections 17(2) of the OBCA, 17(1) of the ABBCA, and 16(2) of the CBCA, is 
identical:  

A corporation shall not carry on any business or exercise any power that it is restricted 
by its articles from carrying on or exercising, nor shall the corporation exercise any of 
its powers in a manner contrary to its articles. [emphasis added]. 

 
The restrictive language of s. 33(1) of the BCBCA differs slightly, reading: 

A company must not 
 

(a) carry on any business or exercise any power that it is restricted by its 
memorandum or articles from carrying on or exercising, or 
(b) exercise any of its powers in a manner inconsistent with those restrictions 
in its memorandum or articles. 
 

(2) No act of a company, including a transfer of property, rights or interests to or by 
the company is invalid merely because the act contravenes subsection (1). 

  
Quebec’s QBCA does not contain express restrictive language similar to that of the CBCA and the 
provincial legislation set out above. Instead, the general language of article 310 CCQ mandates that: 

The functioning, the administration of the patrimony and the activities of a legal person are 
regulated by law, the constituting act and the by-laws. [emphasis added] 
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The only restriction upon the business a corporation may carry on (apart from what is otherwise illegal) 
is what the corporation may be expressly restricted or prevented from doing under its articles. Absent 
restrictions in a corporation’s articles it can carry out any business or exercise any powers it has. 
Introducing restrictions into the articles curtails the corporation from engaging in those businesses or 
exercising those powers prohibited by the articles. It also increases the risk of liability for directors and 
officers.  

A director or officer is statutorily obliged to comply with the constating documents of a corporation. If 
the corporation conducts business that goes beyond any restriction imposed by its articles, the 
directors and officers become responsible for “permitting” the corporation to so engage in “prohibited” 
businesses and the corporation’s actions become liable to being challenged as being ultra vires its 
articles. As such, restricting the types of business a corporation may engage in or restricting its powers 
in the articles, exposes the directors to liability in the event a claim is made that the corporation is 
acting ultra vires.  

In our view, it is not necessary to impose restrictions in a company’s articles to obtain B Corporation 
certification and doing so increases the risk of liability for directors and officers.  

 (b) Oppression Claims  

The objectives of a B Corporation, as set out by B Lab and noted above, include authorizing the 
officers and directors to consider all stakeholders of the corporation and to create additional rights for 
shareholders to hold directors and officers accountable to consider the interests of stakeholders 
(including the community and the environment). 

Jurisprudence Requires Interests of Stakeholders to be Taken into Account 

In Canada, Supreme Court jurisprudence requires corporations to take into account a corporation’s 
long-term and short-term interests when considering what is in its best interests. In the BCE Decision, 
the Supreme Court held: 

The fiduciary duty of the directors to the corporation is a broad, contextual concept.  It is 
not confined to short-term profit or share value.  Where the corporation is an ongoing 
concern, it looks to the long-term interests of the corporation.  The content of this duty 
varies with the situation at hand.  At a minimum, it requires the directors to ensure that 
the corporation meets its statutory obligations.  But, depending on the context, there may 
also be other requirements. In any event, the fiduciary duty owed by directors is 
mandatory; directors must look to what is in the best interests of the corporation. 6 

The Supreme Court further elaborated on the range of stakeholders that the directors may consider in 
determining what is in the “best interests of the corporation”: 

In considering what is in the best interests of the corporation, directors may look to the 
interests of, inter alia, shareholders, employees, creditors, consumers, governments and 
the environment to inform their decisions. Courts should give appropriate deference to 
the business judgment of directors who take into account these ancillary interests, as 
reflected by the business judgment rule. The “business judgment rule” accords 

                                                   
6 Id. at para 38. 
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deference to a business decision, so long as it lies within a range of reasonable 
alternatives... 7 

As such, Canadian law allows the directors of all corporations to take into account the interests of other 
stakeholders such as employees, creditors, consumers, governments and the environment.  

Legislation Grants Stakeholders Certain Rights of Action  

With respect to the objective of a B Corporation to limit which stakeholders will have the right to hold 
officers and directors accountable to the social commitments outlined in the company’s articles, it 
should be noted that statutory provisions under provincial and federal legislation expressly provide this 
right to non-shareholding stakeholders. For example, the CBCA, OBCA, and ABBCA create a broader 
right of action for creditors to bring oppression claims (discussed below) or “derivative actions” on 
behalf of the company. These remedies are available to enforce the directors’ duty to the corporation 
and its stakeholders.8  

By way of a “derivative action”, a complainant, who may be a registered or beneficial holder of a 
security (including shares and debt obligations), a director or officer or former director of officer of the 
corporation, or “any other person who, in the discretion of the court, is a proper person to make an 
application”, may bring an action, upon obtaining the leave of the court, to enforce a right of the 
corporation, including rights correlative to the duties of the officers and directors of the corporation. 

The term “oppression remedy” is used under the CBCA, ABCBA, and the OBCA to describe the right of 
a complainant to apply to a court to rectify matters complained of where: (i) any act or omission of the 
corporation effects a result; (ii) the business or affairs of the corporation have been carried on or 
conducted in a manner; or (iii) the powers of the directors of the corporation have been exercised in a 
manner that is “oppressive or unfairly prejudicial to or that unfairly disregards the interests of any 
security holder, creditor, director or officer”.9  This right is extended to creditors and thus goes well 
beyond shareholders of a corporation.  

The BCBCA’s oppression remedy is similarly broadly worded. The remedy provides shareholders with 
the right to apply to the court for an order on the grounds that (i) the affairs of the company are being or 
have been conducted, or that the powers of the directors are being or have been exercised, in a 
manner that is oppressive to one or more of the shareholders, including the applicant, or (ii) an act of 
the company has been done or is threatened, or that some resolution of the shareholders or of the 
shareholders holding shares has been passed or is proposed, that is unfairly prejudicial to one or more 
of the shareholders. The BCBCA defines shareholder as including a beneficial owner of a share of the 
company and any other person whom the court considers to be an appropriate person. 

The QBCA provides for the rectification of abuse of power or iniquity which mostly tracks the language 
of the oppression remedy provided for in the CBCA, ACBCA and OBCA cited above, but notably does 
not expressly extend protection to creditors, instead offering protection from oppressive or unfairly 
prejudicial actions only to security holders, directors or officers of the corporation.10 Additionally, the 
QBCA rectification remedy does not provide protection for an action that “unfairly disregards” the 
                                                   
7 Id. at para 40.  See also Peoples Department Stores Inc. (Trustee of) v. Wise, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 461, 2004 SCC 
68 at para 42. 
8 Section 241, CBCA and Section 248, OBCA. 
9 Id. 
10 Section 450, QBCA. 
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interests of those groups. However, like under the common law statutes, the applicant for such 
rectification is not restricted only to current or former members of the aforementioned groups, but also 
includes “any other person who, in the discretion of the court, has the interest required to make such 
claim.”11 

Risk of Stakeholders Bringing Claims Can Be Mitigated  

In the BCE Decision, the Supreme Court described the oppression remedy as consisting of a two-
pronged approach: (i) does the evidence support the reasonable expectation asserted by the claimant 
and (ii) does the evidence establish that reasonable expectation was violated by conduct falling within 
the terms “oppression”, “unfair prejudice” or “unfair disregard” or a relevant interest?12  It is with respect 
to the first prong, the “reasonable expectations of the parties”, in which directors and officers of B 
Corporations in Canada may find some level of comfort. 

The Supreme Court described the concept of “reasonable expectations” as being objective and 
contextual, with the actual expectation of a particular stakeholder not being conclusive.  The following 
factors were identified in determining the reasonable expectations: (i) commercial practice; (ii) the 
nature of the corporation; (iii) relationships; (iv) past practice; (v) preventative steps; (vi) 
representations and agreements; and (vii) fair resolution of conflicting interests.13   

Given the publicly stated goals and objectives of a B Corporation generally, and as would be reflected 
in a particular B Corporation’s articles, in the event of an application for derivative action or oppression 
remedy, an argument may be made that the nature of the corporation, as reflected in its publicly stated 
goals and its publicly available articles, is such that a complainant would have the reasonable 
expectation of conduct by the corporation that is consistent with such stated goals and objectives. 

While restricting the “expanded” enforcement rights to just shareholders of a B Corporation, cannot be 
achieved in Canada due to the operation of statute, the risk that an action would be successful against 
a B Corporation by stakeholders alleging that they are being “oppressed” because the B Corporation 
took steps in furtherance of the objectives of being a B Corporation, is, in our view, somewhat 
mitigated. Amending the company’s articles creates a “reasonable expectation” that the B Corporation 
would take certain action in furtherance of the objectives of being a B Corporation—potentially at the 
risk of profitability—and therefore makes it more difficult for stakeholders to argue these actions are 
oppressive or otherwise.  

2.   What changes are acceptable to an aspiring B Corporation’s articles in order to address 
Canadian corporate jurisprudence? 

To become a certified B Corporation a company must amend its articles to redefine the term “best 
interests of the corporation” to include the consideration of employees, consumers, the community and 
the environment. B Lab provides a business wishing to become a B Corporation specific language to 
include in their articles as follows.  

B-Labs Suggested Amendments: 

                                                   
11 Section 439, QBCA. 
12 BCE Decision at para 68. 
13 BCE Decision at para 72. 
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“1.   The Directors shall, acting fairly and responsibly, consider the short-term and the long-term 
interests of the corporation, including, but not limited to, the corporation's shareholders, 
employees, suppliers, creditors and consumers, as well as the government and the 
environment (the "Stakeholders"), and the community and society in which the corporation 
operates, to inform their decisions. 

2. In discharging his or her duties, and in determining what is in the best interests of the 
corporation, each director may consider all of the Stakeholders (defined above) and shall 
not be required to regard the interests of any particular Stakeholder as determinative. 

3. Nothing in this Article express or implied, is intended to create or shall create or grant any 
right in or for any person other than a shareholder or any cause of action by or for any 
person other than a shareholder. 

4. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any Director is entitled to rely upon the definition of "best 
interests" as set forth above in enforcing his or her rights hereunder, and under provincial 
law and such reliance shall not, absent another breach, be construed as a breach of a 
Director's fiduciary duty of care, even in the context of a Change in Control Transaction 
where, as a result of weighing other Stakeholders' interests, a Director determines to 
accept an offer, between two competing offers, with a lower price per share." 

For corporations incorporated under the CBCA, we recommend amendment number 4 above be 
revised as follows: 

“4. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any Director is entitled to rely upon the definition of "best 
interests" as set forth above in enforcing his or her rights hereunder, and under federal law 
and such reliance shall not, absent another breach, be construed as a breach of a 
Director's fiduciary duty of care, even in the context of a Change in Control Transaction 
where, as a result of weighing other Stakeholders' interests, a Director determines to 
accept an offer, between two competing offers, with a lower price per share." 

The inclusion of B Lab’s suggested language into the articles of incorporation under the ABBCA, 
BCBCA, CBCA, OBCA or QBCA, ensures that the “best interests of the corporation”, as interpreted by 
the Supreme Court of Canada, would be incorporated into the corporation’s articles, without unduly 
limiting the business the corporation may carry on or the powers the corporation may exercise.  

Accordingly, a corporation existing under the ABBCA, BCBCA, CBCA, OBCA or QBCA that amends its 
articles to include B Lab’s proposed language will satisfy B Lab’s requirement while mitigating the risk 
that such corporation’s actions will be found to be ultra vires of its articles, or that a stakeholder will 
bring a successful oppression or derivative action, because the directors considered a broad range of 
stakeholders when determining what is in the “best interest of the corporation”. 

3. What are the practical steps which are required to amend the articles of a corporation? 

An amendment to the articles of a corporation is considered a “fundamental change” under the 
ABCBA, OBCA and CBCA and thus requires a “special resolution” by the shareholders.14  Under the 
OBCA, ABCBA and CBCA a “special resolution” is defined as requiring not less than two-thirds of the 

                                                   
14 Section 173, CBCA, section 168, OBCA and section 173(1) ABCBA. 
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votes cast by the shareholders who voted in respect of that resolution (each also permit a special 
resolution to be in writing provided that it is signed by all the shareholders entitled to vote on that 
resolution).15  Once approved, the articles of amendment must be filed with the government ministry 
responsible for corporations registered in that jurisdiction. 

The BCBCA, while worded differently, has similar provisions governing the amendment of a company’s 
articles. Section 259(1) of the BCBCA provides that a company may resolve to alter its articles (a) by 
the type of resolution specified by this Act, (b) if the Act does not specify the type of resolution, then by 
the type of resolution specified by the company’s articles, or (c) if neither the Act nor the articles specify 
then by a special resolution. A special resolution must be passed by a “special majority”. “Special 
Majority” is defined as (a) the majority of votes that a company’s article specify is required for the 
company to pass a special resolution, if that specified majority is at least two-thirds and not more than 
three-fourths of the votes cast on the resolution, and (b) if a BCBCA company’s articles do not specify 
what constitutes a “special majority”, two-thirds of votes cast by shareholders on the resolution. Once 
approved, amendments to a BCBCA company’s articles take effect when the resolution is received by 
the company’s records office.  

Amendments to a corporation’s articles under the QBCA also require a special resolution of the 
shareholders, approved by at least two thirds of the votes cast by shareholders entitled to vote on the 
resolution.16 The amended articles must then be filed with the Registraire des entreprises; however the 
special resolution should not be included with such filing. 

It is imperative the board follows the amendment process of the applicable statute under which the 
company was incorporated. The failure to do so may render the changes unenforceable and could 
amount to oppressive conduct in and of itself.  

*     *     *     *     * 

Please note that this memorandum may not be relied upon by any third party without our prior consent. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Paul Heller at 604-631-3341 or paul.heller@blakes.com or Andrew 
Krolides at 514-982-5071 or andrew.krolides@blakes.com if you have any questions regarding the 
content of this memorandum. 

                                                   
15 Section 1(1), CBCA and section 2(1), OBCA. 
16 s 178 QBCA. 


